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About This Content

Train multiple pilots on the same account simultaneously with a Multiple Character Training Certificate.

Multiple Character Training adds an additional training queue for a second character or extends one that is already activated for
a further month.
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Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
CCP
Publisher:
CCP
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Intel Dual Core @ 2.0 GHz, AMD Dual Core @ 2.0 GHz)

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Drive: 20 GB Free Space

Video: GPU with 256 MB VRAM or more that supports Shader Model 3 and DirectX 9.0c

Audio: Supports SSE, Direct Sound compatible

Drivers: DirectX® 9.0c (included)

Network: ADSL connection (or faster)

English,German,Russian,French
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It's alright, but it's kind of pricy for the current state it is in. There are a lot of bugs, but at least the devs are listening. It is early
access after all, so there will be improvements. I am finding it slightly confusing sometimes, can't seem to progress far without
going bankrupt on the first day.. I was a bit skeptical when I heard the praise for this game. It seems rather peculiar that
procedurally generated puzzles could be as expressive and focused as human-designed ones. But, the game does an excellent job
of crafting and curating puzzles. The mechanics are few but very deep. Many puzzles initially present you with situations that
seem to be very limited but after some experimentation you discover new avenues to explore. And the difficulty of the puzzles
(and they are difficult) doesn't feel cheap like those in sudoku generators. The game never inundates the player with large
numbers of platforms or generates overly complex shapes. Each puzzle's difficulty is the result of very few moving parts.
Overall, the success of the game comes down to the approach the designer had in presenting the mechanics which feels like a
Zachtronics game in a weird way. Rather than having puzzles be a vehicle for facts about the game's universe the puzzles are
varied and unique enough that at a sufficient number of puzzles you will encounter plenty of golden nuggets. If you like puzzle
games, this is one not to be missed!. like the game after couple of beers, but I have problem with blue colors..maybe I m
colorblind or sth :)

enjoyable. good for cards. Absolutely the worst game ever. Controls and physics are♥♥♥♥♥♥ Total Rubbish. This didn't work
on my upper end, windows 8.1 machine. Don't buy if you have windows 8. Looks like I only wasted $4.00 this time.. This game
is way better then expected. After playing the Demo i decided to buy it. It is worth it.I have the feeling this game is made by the
same Farm Expert devs. It has pretty much everyhing like in FE 16 or FE 17 except the 3D textures on fields. it runs ok, The
map is huge and with the addition of the expansion you have both EU and NA scenarios

I didn't experience any crashes or FPS drops. the only thing its a little dissapointing it is that the mirrors in cabin drive mode are
not usable. All the rest is ok and looking pretty good actually with max graphics and "no blur". The machimes even get some dirt
on them which you can wash at your home petrol stratiobn. It is not as extreme as in Farm Expert 17 but it is enough.

You can hire workers to do the jobs but you don't see them in the fields. The jobs are done once you assign them to the field
and activity.

if you bought FE 17 and you hate it, buy this one, it will ease your hard feelings.
Check out some youtube videos and you will see the difference

The gameplay goes like this:

- open interface M and select workers tab which is available only when you are in your farm (home)
- sellect an activity like Plow, Cultivate, Seed and Harvest and then select the field you want it to be done for.
- the activity will be done imediatelly, no tractors or workers on the actual field. So it will take from a few seconds to maybe
half a minute depending on the size of the field and your computer speed. If it takes longer then a minute, the game is not
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crashed but only calculates the things slower. Bare with it, it will be done eventually.
- The only activities workers DON'T DO are Fertilize and Baling the hay. You will need to do them personally on each field.
This will take some time and the more fields you have the more time it will take. Fertilizing is pretty fast while Baling the hay is
not. So you might want o skip this one even if selling all the bales will get you a LOT of money
- You can skip seasons from Early Spring to Late Spring to Early Summer to Late Summer to Early Autumn to Late Autumn/
This is the only way you can advance in time faster. Of cource, you can wait for each day to pass by but i don't recommend it.
- After Harvest all you need to do is repeat the Plow, Cultvate, Seed and Fertilize steps in the Autumn season so you can have
the crops almost ready in Speing season

That's it. have fun and become a great farmer.

Of couce, if you want you can do all the activities - Plow, Cultivate, Seed, Fertilize, Harvest and Bale, and Sell - on your own . It
will take you so much time that you will actually feel like you are spending a real time year in the game.. The devs have been
working on this game its fun, it reminds me of the movie krull,. It is a wonderful game, a great shame that it wasn't a success
when it was new. I absolutely recommend it to anyone who enjoys classic adventure and mystery games, especially the fans of
historical settings. And I have to say, re-released on the centennary of World War I, this game is current as ever.

There are a few minor caveats though, that I need to mention...

First, the control scheme is extremely unusual, and not very intuitive, especially if you are used to point-and-click games. It
definitely takes getting used to, but once you get the hang of it, you won't even notice this.

Second, the Windows version at least seems to be somewhat buggy - I have ran into a few crashes, peculiar slowdowns and
speedups, and action icons getting mixed up randomly (like "turn around" being shown instead of "go forward", or having an
item icon stuck as your "interact" icon, even after you've disposed of the item...)

Third, there are a few genuine design glitches, especially surrounding the artifact missing from Tyler Whitney's compartment. It
is nothing major, but it's definitely something that the creators, or the remastering team could really have tackled better.
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goooooooooooooood game

play it like a BOSS !!. I would recommend.yes it is not free.but it offers you a more safe game from regular(mm) servers.there
are very enjoyable matches at high ranks.. this game sucks there is no manual and I was unable to even get something from the
inventory. Perfect game to play with friends and family. asset flipper
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